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Wind farms in the Pacific Northwest -- built with government subsidies and maintained with tax
credits for every megawatt produced -- are now getting paid to shut down as the federal agency
charged with managing the region's electricity grid says there's an oversupply of renewable
power at certain times of the
year.

  

"It's the one system in the world where in real time, moment to moment, you have to produce as
much energy as is being consumed," BPA spokesman Doug Johnson said of the renewable
energy.

      

Now, Bonneville is offering to compensate wind companies for half their lost revenue. The bill
could reach up to $50 million a year.

The extra payout means energy users will eventually have to pay more. 

"We require taxpayers to subsidize the production of renewable energy, and now we want
ratepayers to pay renewable energy companies when they lose money?" asked Todd Myers,
director of the Center for the Environment of the Washington Policy Center and author of
"Eco-Fads: How the Rise of Trendy Environmentalism is Harming the Environment." 

"That's a ridiculous system that keeps piling more and more money into a system that's
unsustainable," Myers said.

  

TVNL Comment: Economics classes around the world will have to stop teaching the
theory of supply and demand! Also...what ever happened to "public utilities?" Why is
everything private and for profit? Phones, electric and gas all used to be public...owned
by the taxpayer...for good reason...and now they are private. Because Americans value
nothing but money and exploiting people, especially with basic essentials, is very
profitable. If they can own the air...they would.
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More...
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http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/03/07/wind-power-companies-paid-to-not-produce/

